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1.0 Introduction
For a long while I had wanted to do a European long distant walk I had in mind a
section of the GR5 starting at Lake Geneva and finishing at the Mediterranean.
Discussing it with Jim a fellow member of The Lancashire Mountaineering Club he
suggested that we do the Tour of Mont Blanc.(TMB)
This route circumnavigates the mountain massive containing Mont Blanc and is about
100 miles long. It travels through France, Italy, and Switzerland on its course, and has
many differing variations; from valley level to routes over 2000 metres high.
Initial research suggested that most people do it anticlockwise taking 11 to 12 days to
complete. We decided to do this and start at Les Houches at the northwestern end in
France, at the end of June.
For navigation I obtained the Cicerone Guide by Kev Renolds and the 1: 50,000 Pays
Du Mont Blanc map

Mont Blanc Map & Cicerone Guide
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2.0 The Tour of Mont Blanc Overview

Col de la Forclaz
Tre la Champ
Les Houches

Lac Blanc

Start / Finish
Chalet de la Flegere
Champex

Chalets de Miage

La Fouly
Chalet de la Balme

Refuge des Mottets

Refuge Maison Vielle

Courmayeur

Refuge W Bonatti

Overview of the Tour of Mont Blanc with stops
3.0 Preparation and route planning
Our first action was to decide our strategy, we did not want to carry a lot of weight so
we decided to travel light and rely on finding accommodation every night. To support
this we decided to go early in the season, the mountain huts open in mid June so we
started out at the end of June. Flights were booked in March 08, out to Geneva from
Liverpool on the 30th June 08 return 16th July 08, this gave us 17 days.
We decided to start at Les Houches and to traverse anti clockwise; from the Web I
booked a hotel for one night and airport transfer with Chamexpress
(Chamexpress@aol.com) this dropped us at the hotel. As already stated it was our
intention to take the high level option, weather permitting, on the route when this was
available.
Where we stayed each night was decided the night before, we usually asking the staff
at the current accommodation to book us in, we never failed to find accommodation.
Prior to going I bought a GPS, the problem was how to datum it to the French Grid. I
found the manual not very instructive; eventually after consulting a colleague in the
club I managed to datum it.
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For reference, go to main menu, click on set up, click on units, click on position
format, scroll down click on UTM UPS the map datum should be WGS 84. The
information UTM WGS84 is stated on the map.
Both of us carried sacks that weighed about 20lbs. (See appendix A for kit list)
Before setting out I did a brief rout card this was to give us some idea of how we were
progressing during the trip, in the main we stuck to it. (See appendix B)
4.0 The Log
Day 1---Mon 30th June 2008 Poulton-le-Fylde to Les Houches
Our journey started by rail I travelled to Preston where I met Jim who had travelled
from Blackburn, we caught the train to Lime Street station in Liverpool, then the
shuttle bus took us to the airport. We had booked one bag in the hold so I off loaded
some of my gear into Jim’s bag that went into the hold. Our flight by EasyJet departed
on time at 1-10pm we arrived in Geneva at 4-00pm. Our transfer ChamExpress met us
and after a 1½ hour drive dropped us off at our hotel the Les Campanules. After
dinner we decided to explore the town taking the opportunity to reconnoitre our start
for tomorrow, we found the way well sign posted. We had an option to take a cable
car Bellevue from the town to 1800m but we decided to decline this. Back at the hotel
we studied the map and decided our first night stop this was at the Refuge De Miage
and we got the receptionist to book it for us.

A view in Les Houches
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Day 2---Tues1st July 2008 Les Houches to Ref De Miage

Les Houches
Start / Finish

Chalets de Miage

Route from Les Houches to Refuge de Miage
Breakfast early at 7-30 we were on the road at 8-30 past the lift Bellvue still resisting
the easy option, then on up a good track to the Col de Voza at 1653m. We stopped for
a beer and watched the trains go by on there way up towards Mont Blanc.
Here we had route options, as the weather was good we decided to take the high level
route that went over the Col de Tricot 2120m. On the way we came to a fork in the
path with no guidance as to which was the right way. We took the wrong one it led us
up towards the Glacier de Bionnassay it gave us good views, eventually we realised
that we were wrong and turned back. Soon we climbed over the col and dropped
down to the Refuge de Miage arriving at 3-30pm by which time it had started raining.
This is a small hut accommodating 37 people, our evening meal was salad, potato
omelette, cheese and blueberry tart.
Our total height climbed for the day was 1180m.
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Mont Blanc Train
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Day 3---Wed 2nd July 2008 Ref De Miage to Chalet de la Balme
Chalets de Miage

Chalet de la Balme

Route from Refuge de Miage to Chalet de la Balme
Early breakfast tea coffee and jam butty, our next stop already booked courtesy of the
Heaths, we had talked to them the previous evening about our next stop. This was to
be at the Chalet de la Balme they explained that they had booked it but would not be
staying as Mrs Heath had a foot problem, so they offered us the booking.
Our route took us past the Refuge de Tuc then on high above Contamines we took a
false route to Lake Armancette, our map was not up to OS Standard. Passing the
Refuge de la Tete at 1970m, then on down to the Chalet de Nant Borrant at 1459m for
a beer. On along the valley to Chalet de la Balme at 1706m, arriving at 5-0pm we
booked in as the Heaths. It had been a long days walk with a total ascent of 1410m.
Evening meal at 7-0pm was soup, meatballs with rice followed by cheese then
yoghurt. The weather turned nasty with a violent thunderstorm and heavy rain.
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On the road to Chalet de la Balme
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Day 4---Thurs 3rd July 2008 Chalet de la Balme to Refuge des Mottes

Chaletde la Balme

Refuge des Mottets

Route from Chalet de la Balme to Refuge des Mottes
Breakfasted at 7-0am the usual jam butty then on the road at 8-0am, having phoned
forward and booked the Mottes Hut. Up to Col du Bonhomme at 2329m in steady
rain, then on to Col de la Croix at 2483m.We stopped at Ref Bonhomme for Beer, tea
and cake, the weather was still bad with low cloud rain and sleet. Our original plan
was to stay high and go over the Col des Fours at 2665 but decided on a retreat to the
valley at Les Chapieux. Here we stopped for a meal of omelette and salad, then on to
the Refuge des Mottets still in rain arriving at 3-15pm. This place was very busy
initially struggled to find a bed until we were allocated another room that was empty
though not for long. A very primitive hut, accommodation little more than a cattle
shed, with two toilets to 50 people. It had seemed a hard day caused by the constant
bad weather with a total ascent of 1094m.
In the dinning area we met two guys one a German the other an American they were
doing the walk clockwise, the German lad was a permanent vagabond he had walked
from Gibraltar to Vienna. During dinner we were allocated a table with a group of
American High School kids, Wilderness Treck was guiding them. The meal of broth,
stew with potatoes and rice, and then cheese and crème brule was very good.
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Col du Bonhomme rain all day

Refuge des Mottes
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Day 5---Fri 4th July 2008 Refuge des Mottes to Refuge Maisons Vieille

Refuge Maison Vielle

Refuge des Mottets

Route from Refuge des Mottes to Refuge Miaisons Vieille
The now standard early breakfast jam and bread with coffee on the road at 8-0am.
Today we had not booked our accommodation for the evening but planned to stop at
the Refuge Miaisons Vieille, if it was full we would continue to Courmayeur. Our
route took us over the Col la Seigne at 2516m here we crossed the border into Italy,
on to Refuge Elisabetta. Stopping here we had tea and cake and got the hut warden to
phone and book us into the Miaisons Vieille hut. Then along the top over looking Val
Veny, with the massifs of Mont Blanc showing to the north. We finally dropped down
to the hut Miaisons Vieille a long day, climbing 1146m.
A very good dinner was served starting with spag-bol, then veal with peas followed
by an apple and finishing with tiramisu, it all went well with the red wine.
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View towards the Aig des Glaciers

View towards the Mont Blanc
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Refuge Maisons Vieille
Day 6---Sat 5th July 2008 Refuge Maisons Vieille to Courmayeur

Refuge Maison Vielle
Courmayeur

Route from Refuge Miaisons Vieille to Courmayeur
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The usual early breakfast then down the road by 8-30am, this was to be our easiest
days walk well half a day really. It was all down hill to Courmayeur, through the
pretty village of Dolonne then into the town. We had coffee then went into the tourist
office who found us accommodation in the pension Venenzia for 46€ each per night.
It was our intention to have a rest day so we booked for two nights; in the evening we
found a good restaurant where I had spaghetti carbonara. After wandering around we
came upon a classical concert in the open air given by visiting American students it
was very good.

A local in Dolonne
Day 7---Sun 6th July 2008 Courmayeur
Breakfast at 8-0am sorted gear and did some washing, Jim’s plan was to hire a bike
and cycle up the Val Ferret the Bonatti Hut our destination on the morrow. My plan
was less energetic it was to catch a bus up the Val Ferret to La Palud then to go on the
cable car up to the Di Midi. This did not work out as planned because the day was
bad, rain off and on, so the cable was not running any further than the first station.
Secondly I missed the stop on the way up the valley and ended up at the bus turn
round, if the weather had not been so bad it would have been a pleasant ride. I got off
at the correct stop on the way back but then found the problem with the cable car, so I
caught the bus back to town.
Jim had a good day cycling past the Bonatti hut and on to the Elena hut a place we
would pass in two days time.
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A view from Courmayeur
Day 8---Mon 7th July 2008 Courmayeur to Refuge Bonatti
Refuge W Bonatti

Courmayeur

Route from Courmayeur to Refuge Bonatti
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We had our usual early breakfast then on the road out of Courmayeur in threatening
overcast weather heading for the Refuge Bertone at 1989m. In deteriorating weather
we still decided to stay on the high level route this took us to Tete Bernada at 2534m
and Tete de la Tronche at 2584m. Then on down to Col Sapin at 2435m here we
stopped for lunch and to review our options, as the weather was still bad we decided
to drop down to the valley and the hut arriving at 2-45pm. The day’s ascent had been
1560m

Looking back at Tete Tronche & Bernarda
The Bonatti hut is very modern and well furnished, and provided a very good evening
meal of beef with penne pasta then broccoli with potatoes followed by cheese and
finishing with stewed apples. The hut is in a splendid position looking out onto the
Mont Blanc massive, which we viewed on a glorious in the evening in sunshine.
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The Bonatti Hut

View looking at Mont Blonc
Day 9---Tues 8th July 2008 Refuge Bonatti to Fouly
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La Fouly

Refuge W Bonatti

Route from Refuge Bonatti to Fouly
Today we would leave Italy and pass into Switzerland, the morning started with our
usual early breakfast, on the road at 8-0am. We traversed above Val Ferret in a
northeasterly direction then down to the valley. On up to the Refuge Elena where Jim
had been two days ago, stopping for tea and cake, then on up to the Grand Col Ferret
at 2537m here we crossed the border into Switzerland. On down to a dairy farm of La
Peule stopping for a brew and cake, then we left the main TMB route to take a
traverse path above the Swiss Valley Ferret.
This was a beautiful path through alpine meadows full of flowers, then dropping
down to the valley and on to La Fouly. Here we had a beer then went into the tourist
office who found us accommodation it the dormitories of the Hotel Edelwiss. We also
booked our next two nights accommodation at Champex and Col de Forclaz, our hotel
was fine but we felt that it was not as friendly as the French and Italian
accommodation. Our height gain today was 895m
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Looking across the Val Ferret to the Aiguille de Talèfre

Alpine Roses
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4.0 Log Continued
Day 10---Wed 9th July 2008 Fouly to Champex
Champex

La Fouly

Route from Fouly to Champex
Today our route was mainly in the Valley Ferret passing through picturesque villages
of PrazdeFort, Les Arlaches and Issert then climbing up to the beautiful village of Lac
Chempex set along one side of the lake. Again we had dormitory accommodation in
the Au Club Alpine, we had dinner served at 6-30pm outside by the lake.
The town set beside the lake is very picturesque and walking round the lake was very
relaxing on our way we met the American high school group again. I had last seen
them from the bus in the Ferret Valley in Italy on that wet day, they looked much
happier today.
It had been a very easy walking day our height gained being 420m an early night in
bed by 9-30pm.
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View across the lake at Champex
Day 11---Thurs 10th July 2008 Champex to Col de la Forclaz

Col de la Forclaz

Champex

Route from Champex to Col de la Forclaz
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Today we would climb to the highest point of our walk as we took the high level route
to the Col de la Forclaz. Our day started down the Val d ' Arpette up to the Fenêtre d΄
Arpette at 2665m a pause for a drink and a bite. Then steep down the eastern side with
good views up to the Glacier du Trient pausing at Chalet du Glacier for a beer and a
rest.
Then on by the Bisse du Trient this is an artificial channel that takes the stream on a
level besides the track and was built in 1895 to supply water for the animals. We
arrived at the Col de la Forclaz at 4-0pm where we booked into the dormitories and
had a shower then sat outside and had a beer. We decided our next night’s stop, which
was to be at Tre la Champ in the Auberge la Boerne we got the warden to booked this
for us. Our day’s ascent had been 1199m
Evening meal was at 7-30pm soup, chicken and chips, which they gave us two
helpings of each, finishing with ice cream. Close by there was a bunker complex built
by the Swiss during the Second World War to help to repel the Nazis. You were
invited to explore this complex so armed with our head torches we set off
unfortunately a large steel door was shut and locked.

Approaching the Fenêtre d΄ Arpette from the western side
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Looking up the Glacier du Trient

Beside the Bisse du Trient
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Day 12---Fri 11th July 2008 Col de la Forclaz to Tre la Champ
Col de la Forclaz

The Iron Cross

Tre la Champ

Route from Col de la Forclaz to Tre la Champ
After our usual early breakfast this time with a croissant we were on the road down
the valley side to Le Peuty. Here we picked up a sign for the Col de Balme our first
destination, very quickly we determined that it was not the main route of the TMB.
However it would take us to the Col and looked interesting so we stuck with it,
climbing steeply up the western side of the valley. Near the top we came to a path to
the Croix de Fer (Cross of Iron), which we took, this lead us to the cross on a peak at
2343m overlooking the Col de Balme.
Descending to the col we had a beer in the Refuge de Balme then continued on the
main TMB route via the Col des Posettes to Tre-le-Champ and found our Auberge la
Boerne. This was an old building full of character having booked in we sorted gear
and did some washing hanging it outside on the balcony. Our day’s ascent had been
1213m
Evening meal was very good with the main course being shepherds pie with a cheese
topping, the weather outside had deteriorated it was raining hard with thunder and
lightening. This got worse some time during the night I was woken up with a loud
clap of thunder the lightening was very close.
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Auberge La Boerne

Storage in the Auberge La Boerne
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Day 13---Sat 12th July 2008 Tre la Champ to Chalet de la Flegere

Tre la Champ

Lac Blanc

Chalet de la Flegere

Route from Tre la Champ to Chalet de la Flegere
This was our penultimate day of the walk after the usual early breakfast we retired
back to our bunks the weather was appalling it was still pouring down, our destination
the Chalet de la Flegere was not a great distance. So we hung around till 11-0am
when it had abated a little, taking the first sign that directed us to our destination we
soon realised that we where not going in the right direction. Consulting the map it
only confused us more with its profusion of paths. So for the first time we used the
GPS this confirmed our position and in improving weather we regained the TMB
route.
This section of the route has a short section of metal ladders to climb these proved to
present no technical difficulty. We decided to leave the TMB route again and visit
Lac Blanc this is a pretty spot and has a refuge so we had a beer. Then all down hill to
the Chalet de la Flegere for a shower and a sorting of gear, after a relatively easy day
of 900m of ascent.
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Jim on the metal ladders

A very cool Ibex
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Stunning views from Lac Blanc of Mont Blanc

View across Lac Blanc
Day 14---Sun 13th July 2008 Chalet de la Flegere to Les Houches
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Chalet de la Flegere

Les Houches
Start / Finish

Route from Chalet de la Flegere to Les Houches
Our last day on the walk and another wet stuttering start, we finally decided that the
route to follow was to Plan Praz which we reached in good time. Then on to Col du
Brevent at 2525m, one of the best places to view Mont Blanc across the valley, but
not today as we were shrouded in mist.
Our route now all down hill to Les Houches reaching it at 3-0pm this completed our
TMB walk. We had already decided to make our way to Chamonix first we explored
the train then decided to catch a bus, but had to wait a while so we had a beer.
Jim had an invitation from a fellow club member to stay at his flat in Chamonix, so
arriving by bus we set off to find the apartment block, which we did quite easily, but
not so the flat. We had the number D4 but search as we did we could not locate it, on
the point of giving up we finally stumbled on it. Jane his wife answered the door she
had been expecting us, Margaret a friend was with her she explained that Nigel along
with a friend and his son where out in the mountains but would be back later in the
day. So this meant that the flat would be a little crowded we decided that we would
find our own accommodation, Jane & Margaret guided us to the tourist office. Where
they explained that Chamonix was very busy and it would be easier to find
accommodation out of town. She found us hotel the Randonneurs at
Argentiere a village 10k further up the valley, they furnished us with a pass that
allowed us to use both local bus and trains free for as long as we were staying at the
hotel. We said our goodbyes to Jane & Margaret who had invited us back for dinner
on the following evening.
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We reached our hotel and settled in I sorted my gear & did some washing then down
for a very nice dinner omelette salad starter then steak with green and haricot beans
finishing with a fruit salad. Out for a short walk still raining did not go far, early bed.
Day 15---Mon 14th July 2008 Argentiere
Still raining as we had breakfast at 8-30am Jim had decided to go cycling again he
had arrange to borrow Nigel’s bike, for me it was going to be a loafing around day. I
stayed in the room and sorted my gear by 12-0 it had stopped raining so I walked into
Agentiere and bought a present for Geraldine and had a butty. I then caught a train
into Cham and had a good look round reconnoitring the cable car up the Midi. Cham
was much bigger than I imagined, I expected a little village, I caught the 5-17pm train
back to find a message from Jim ‘be at Nigel’s flat for dinner at 7-0pm’. So a quick
wash, then I caught the 6-16pm train back to Cham beating Jim there, he had cycled
taking Nigel’s bike back. He later explained that the bike was crap it had been
salvaged from a skip and should have been left there. The weather had turned
beautiful and we viewed a glorious sunset of the Mont Blanc range from the balcony
of the flat.
After a very good meal Nigel with Jane and Jamie took us back by car to Agentiere
where we watched a firework display put on because it was Bastille Day. Jim and I
then walked back to the hotel stopping on the way to listen to an open-air jazz
concert. We discussed the following day, which promised to be fine Jim said he was
going to catch the Flegere cable car and walk back up to Lac Blanc hopefully getting
the good views of the Mont Blanc range that we had missed. This sounded like a good
idea and better than the press of the crowds on the Midi Cable.
Day 16---Tues 15th July 2008 Argentiere
Breakfast at 8-0am then back in our walking gear with sacks on the bus to the Flegere
cable car soon we were back at 1877m and off up the path to Lac Blanc. The weather
was glorious with loads of people about; our progress was slow taking in the scenery
and photographing all the way. We circumnavigated Lac Blanc the went to the Chalet
for a beer then walked back, we took the higher path to the Index lift then dropped
down to the Flegere. By now it was late afternoon and we had to queue for the cable
car down to the valley.
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View towards Mont Blanc
Day 17---Wed 16th July 2008 Argentiere to Poulton-le-Fylde
Up early and went for a walk then breakfast sorted gear out ready for the off, after a
last look round Argentiere. We caught the 10-16am train to Cham bought some food
for the journey then Jim went to look at a climbing area, I just loafed around Cham.
We met at the Tourist information office where our bus for the transfer picked us up
at 1-15pm.
An hour and half later it dropped us at Geneva airport, prior to checked in, the same
procedure most of the gear in Jim’s sack that went into the hold. The aircraft left on
time at 4-0pm and arrived at John Lennon at 5-30pm, a delay through the passport
check, it’s much more rigorous now, by the time we had picked up the bag it was
6-15pm. The bus took us to Liverpool and dropped us at Lime Street station just in
time for the 7-04pm train to Preston. I picked up the Blackpool train and was in the
house for 9-0pm
5.0 Cost
We logged all spends keeping a list of what each of us spent, generally alternating, at
the end we totalled the amount then halved it. From the list we new what each spent
so were able to do a correction ensuring that we each paid the same.
Flight cost---------------------------------£175--------€218
Food & accommodation------------------------------€1660
Total--------€1878
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Cost per person-----------------------------------------€939
Cost per day---------------------------------17 days--€55
=£44
6.0 Conclusion
A stunning walk, by far the most challenging long distance walk I have done,
although the daily distances were not great the amount of ascent more than
compensated. Our strategy of travelling light and booking ahead from day to day
worked well, we never failed to get our first option, and only on one occasion were
we in a full hut.
Route finding was challenging at times with it multiplicity of signs not helped by
being on the TMB variants, our map was adequate though not up to OS standard. The
guidebook was very good particularly in providing accommodation information
together with telephone numbers.
The weather was generally good although we had at least 3 or 4 bad days, one with
rain all day, we never encountered problems with snow at worst we had to negotiate
patches.
7.0 Appendix A

Alps Kit List
Boots,
Shoes,
Walking socks (2 pair
outer 2 pair inner) + 1 pair
wear inners
2 pair u’pants, + 1 Pair
wear
1 vests, + 1 wear
Travel shirt,
Travel trousers
Walking trousers
1 belt
Wind stopper
Waterproof
O’ trousers
Gloves
Sunhat
Woolly hat
Buff
Pulley

Wash bag (Toothbrush,
Toothpaste, Towel, soap,
razor)
Sun cream,
Light,
Map,
Guidebook,
Compass,
Log book, pen,
GPS
Batteries,
Chargers
Phone
Glasses,
Contact lenses.
Sleeping bag liner
Compeed
Plug adaptor
Water bottle
Hobnobs
Spare Laces

Passport
Tickets
Money,
Insurance docs / NHS card
Camera
Calculator
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7.1 Appendix B

Tour of Mont Blanc
Clockwise Direction
Day1 Mon 30th June
Flight to Geneva, transfer to Les Houches staying at Hotel Les Campanules.
Day 2 Tues 1st July
Les Houches to Chelets du Truc 6hrs 15km. This option high level could be weather
dependant, the advantage is that we need not drop down into Les Contamines.
Alternative if weather bad or cannot obtain accommodation at the hut is to go to Les
Contamines.
Day 3 Wed 2nd July
Chelets du Truc to Refuge du Bonhomme 6½hrs 18km. Stopping here gives us a
chance to do the next high-level section via the Col des Fours weather permitting.
Day 4 Thurs 3rd July
Bonnhomme to Refuge Elizabeth via Col des Fours 5½hrs 18km. If weather bad
then we will go by Les Chapieux.
Day 5 Fri 4th July
Elizabeth to Courmayeur 5½hrs 18km Three possible routes, choose on the day
weather dependant.
Suggest we try & forward book accommodation up to Courmayeur
Day 6&7 Sat Sun 5th & 6th July
Days to explore this area.
Day 8 Mon 7th July
Courmayeur to Refuge Bonatti 4½ to 7hrs 12 to16km Three possible routes choose
at the time weather dependant.
Day 9 Tues 8th July
Bonatti to La Fouly 6 to 6½hrs 20km.
Day 10 Wed 9th July
La Fouly to Champex 4½hrs 15km
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Day 11 Thurs 10th July
Champex to Colde la Forclaz 5hrs 16km Two options the Fentre d’ Arpette is
weather dependant.
Day 12 Fri 11th July
Forclaz to Tre’ le Champ 5 ½ to 6hrs 13 or 18km Choose on day
Day 13 Sat 12th July
Champ to La Flegere 9km 3½hrs The shortest stretch but offers alternatives.
Day 14 Sun 13th July
Flegare to Les Houches 17km 6 ½hrs
This would give us 2 days to spend in Chamonix the Mon 14th & Tues 15th before
returning on Wed 16th July

